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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p > 0, n > 0 be such that 2p - 2 + n > 0. The Teichmiiller space F(p, n) can be 
identified in various ways as a space of metrics, up to scale factor and isotopy, on a closed 
oriented surface of genus p with n punctures. In this paper the requirements on a metric 
g shall be that (a) g is flat and (b) g has cone singularities at the punctures with a fixed set of 
cone angles 19 > 0 [l]. The cone angles necessarily sum to (4p - 4 + 2n)rr. In all that follows 
MP shall denote a closed oriented surface of genus p. S,, n > 0, denotes a fixed set of 
cardinality n in Mp, and we set Mpvn = M,\S,. 
A cone metric g determines a unique cell decomposition, called its Dehnay partition, 
with vertex set the set of punctures. (See [2] and, for a detailed treatment, [3].) Defining 
properties of the Delaunay partition are (1) every 2-cell I; is isometric to a planar polygon 
P(F) which is inscribed in a circle C(F) and (2) if a l-cell e lies on 8F, and aF2 (or twice on 
8F1), and if the central angles of the corresponding chords of C(F,) and C(F,) are denoted 
CQ, x2, then a1 + a2 < 27~. (An edge of an inscribed k-gon, k > 2, determines two arcs. 
“Central angle” is understood in relation to the one of these arcs which is on the opposite 
side of the edge from the polygon). 
Let A(p, n) be the set of isotopy classes of cell decompositions of a fixed M,,, = M,,\S,, 
IS,,1 = n. If 8 is a fixed set of cone angles as above, each z E F(p, n) determines up to scale an 
isotopy class of cone metrics g and therefore an isotopy class of Delaunay partition 
a(& r) E A(p, n). Let C(J, 0) be the set of z such that S(0, r) = 8. Denote by G?(0) the resulting 
partition of F(p, n), 
g(8) = {t(b,f3)16 E A(p,n)}. (1) 
G?(0) is invariant under the pure mapping class group, here denoted Map&, n). The pair 
(F(p, n), g(0)) will be described in elementary terms (Theorem 1.1) after a brief digression for 
purpose of definitions. 
Let T be a nonempty finite set, and let A( *, -) be a function on T x T. If T1 E T, then we 
define A(T,) = AITlxT1. Also, define (A( to be sum of values, IA( = zs,tEfiA(~,t). 
Now define Y+(T) to be the set of functions A such that (a) A (. , -) is symmetric, (b) 
A(.;) 2 0, (c) IAl = 21TI and (d) if Tl is a proper subset of T, then IA( c 2lTrl. 
Let 6’ E A(p, n) and let E and T denote the set of l-cells and 2-cells of 6, respectively. If
$ E (R+)“, define a nonnegative symmetric function A, on T x T by 
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When Fl = F,, $(e) occurs in the sum, and then twice, if, and only if, e occurs twice on 8F1. 
Also, define 9, E R” by 
Us) = 71 c (1 - W)). 
scae 
When s occurs at both ends of e, 1 - $(e) occurs twice in the sum. Euler’s formula implies 
the statements 1A,1 = 21 Tl and (&I = (4p - 4 + 2n)rt are equivalent. 
With notations as above we define for each d E A(p, n) a relatively compact convex 
polyhedron P(8) by 
P(b)={II/~(R)~l0<$dl and Ati~Xf(T)}. 
When # E P(B), then 6, Z 0, and l&l = (4p - 4 + 2n)rc. (In fact, it will be true that l+, > 0.) 
If 13 E (R’)‘” is such that 101 = (4p - 4 + 2n)7r, define 
P(B, fl) = {I) E P(B) ItI* = e> . 
Set up the locally compact space 
Declare (&,&) x(&,$~) to mean that E,\II/;‘(l) = E = E,\$;‘(l) and tills = ti21E, 
and let 9(e) = W,(0)/ z with the quotient topology. Let I’,(&,@ c P(&,0) be the set 
defined by the additional strict inequalities $( 0) < 1 (i.e., instead of $ G 1). The set 
uu E h(p,n) (4 x Po(~, 0) is a complete set of representatives for z. Therefore if we define 
D(b, 0) = ~((6) x PO@?, Q), the set g(0) = {D(b, 0)1&’ E A(p, n)} is a cell decomposition of 
w(e). 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume 0 > 0 satisjes the cone angle condition x0(s) = (4p - 4 + 2n)z 
There exists a homeomorphism h:W(8) + F(p, n) such that G?(0) = M(8). For each 
d E A(p,n) @(&, 0) is a real analytic submanifold of Y(p,n) and ho n :Po(b,B) + @?((b, 19) is 
a real analytic difeomorphism. With obvious notations 
a@(s,e) = (J q&e). 
6’ l6 
It is natural to view Theorem 1.1 in the context of a more general statement. Let P(p, n) 
be the set of all 8 E (Rf)SR such that Es_ 0(s) = (4~ - 4 + 2n)n, and let G+(p,n) be the 
positive character group of al (k&J. The product e+ (p, n) x T(p, n) x G+ (p, n) serves as 
a model for the set Y(p, n) of “admissible” affine complex structures on M,,“, up to isotopy. 
(This model differs insubstantially from the model used in Theorem 1.13 of [4].) Each 
w E Y(p, n) determines Bw E T(p, n), a complex holonomy character ~(w, . ), and a complex 
cone angle e + 8’ E e’(p,n), &fY(s) = 0. The map from P’(p,n) to the product above 
assigns w the triple (0,Bw,l~(w;)l). It is one-to-one and onto (4 Theorem 1.13). In what 
follows we identify w E Y(p, n) with a triple (0, r, v), v(a) = lx(w;)l. 
We shall prove that each (0, r, v) E 9(p, n) admits a unique minimal Delaunay partition. 
This again is given by 8 E A(p,n) with each open 2-cell affine complex equivalent o an 
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inscribed polygon. The condition (2) (on central angles) is the same. If 8 E 4’+(p, n) and 
v E G + (p, n) are fixed, there arises a partition @(0, v) of F(p, n) just as in the cone metric 
case. We shall prove 
THEOREM 1.2. If 8 E e+ (p, n), v E G+ (p, n), there exists a homeomorphism h,: 92(e) + 
3yp,n) such that +?(e,~) = h,.qe). @(e, ) v and h, enjoy the smoothness properties of 
g(O) = Q?(O, 1) and h = hl in Theorem 1.1. 
We shall give two proofs of the existence of Delaunay partitions for w E Y(p, n). One 
proof is as a corollary of Theorem 1.2. The other proof is direct and is modelled in [3]. 
A complicating factor in the noncone metric case is the fact an affine geodesic (CO, 13, x( * )) 
need not extend continuously to [0, 11. However, if A = { Iz] -C l}, one finds that an affine 
complex geodesic (A,x( *)) does extend continuously to a. 
If the polyhedra {b} x P(6) are glued according to the rule of formation for W(B), the 
resulting space W = B(p, n) is for each v E G+ (p, n) homeomorphic to e+ (p, n) x 
F(p, n) x {v}. The homeomorphism defines a partition g(v) of e’(p, n) x F(p, n) with 
properties similar to those in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In [S] Penner introduces a “decorated 
Teichmiiller space” which, after factoring out an R+ action is (trivially) topologically the 
same as l’(p, n) x F(p, n). By an ingenious procedure Penner associates to each point of 
decorated Teichmiiller space a cone metric equipped with a geodesic triaugulation, and 
Penner’s “face conditions” are equivalent to the condition that this triangulation be 
Delaunay. In principle there exists a homeomorphism between Penner’s space and 
e+ (p, n) x F(p, n) which carries Penner’s cell decomposition of decorated Teichmiiller space 
to Q(1). However, since Penner’s construction seems not to be conformal, this homeomor- 
phism is somewhat mysterious, 
It is a consequence of Theorems 1.1. and 1.2 that the sets Q(0) and 4(&v) are, in 
particular, topological convex polyhedra. This latter statement is established by Rivin [6] 
although the polyhedra are not exhibited in terms of linear equalities and inequalities. It is 
hoped that the explicit description in the present paper will be of use in settling certain 
questions of finite volume which are raised in [4]. 
2. BUILDING BLOCKS 
Let E be a nonempty finite set, and denote the group of permutations of E by 6. If l E 6, 
then O(l) is the set of g-orbits and for each x E E, O&x) is the <-orbit of x. Define 
n(5) = I@(01 and n(<,x) = I%( x , x E E. The P-sets below are essentially the same as the )I 
fatgraphs of Penner, as formalized in [7]. The latter, in turn, are very similar to the Dessins 
D’Enfants of Grothendieck [S], as described in [9]. 
With notations as above a collection 6 = (E, CT, z, q) is a P-set if B, r, q E 6 are such that 
(a)n(a;)~3,(b)n(z;)~2,(c)?= rcr and (d) the group (denoted({o, z, q})) generated by 
cr,~,~ is transitive on E. 
If 5 E 6 and cp E RE, define (pc E RE by cps(x) = c YEOC(X) q(y). Associate to the P-set 
d polyhedra II(J), defined as 
w7 = {‘p E (0, UEl% = 1, % G 11 (2) 
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It is evident that these sets have the same dimension, 
dim II(&) = 2n(z) - n(o). (3) 
If cp II(&) and F E O(a), P(F, cp) will denote a choice from a set of marked polygons. Let C be 
any circle, and let P be an 1 F (-gon inscribed in C with edges labelled, in counterclockwise 
order, x, OX, . . . , for some x E F. If the radius of C is R, the fact q,(x) = 1 makes it possible 
to choose P so that the edge with label y has length 2nRq(y). Now denote P by P(F, q). If 
(Pi, C,) and (Pz, C,) are choices for P(F, cp), there is a uniquely determined complex affine 
map T, = az + /3 such that TC2 = C1 and TP, = PI, preserving the labelling. The coeffi- 
cients c1 and /I are rational holomorphic functions of the vertices of PI and Pz. 
We state an elementary fact for later reference: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let q E II(B) and F E O(a). Zf x E F, the internal angle of P(F, cp) at the vertex 
determined by x and ox is p(x), where 
P(X) = x(1 - q(x) - cP(fJx)). (4) 
Proof Clear. Cl 
Given cp E II(&) and a choice of P(F, cp) form each F E O(a), form the disjoint union 
UF P(F, q) = X’. If x E E and O,(x) = F,, O,(zx) = F,, glue P(F1, cp) to the image of P(F,, rp) 
under Tz = az + 8, chosen to send the edge zx to edge x, reversing sense. Extend this gluing 
relation to an equivalence relation N on X’. If x E E, the vertex v(x) determined by edges 
x and a(x) is in an equivalence class with n(q,x) elements. The total angle associated to 
[v(x)] is p,(x), where p( .) is defined in (4). For reference in a later section we record 
LEMMA 2.2. Let q E n(s), and let p(x) be dejned by (4). The total angle, p,(x), for the 
vertex class [v(x)] determined by x, ox is given by 
P,(X) = ~ ( nb4 - 1 @P(Y) + CP(~Y)) ) . (5) YEO.(X) 
Proof: Because q = rcr, we have aCo,(x) = zcO,(x). Therefore, the sum on the right in (5) 
also represents p,(x). The lemma is proved. Cl 
Given cp E II(&) and X’ as above, define X(8, cp) = xl/ N . X(6’, cp) is a surface with 
a distinguished finite set S having n(q) elements. The definition of X(8, cp) equips X(8, cp) 
with a complex structure and X(&,cp)/S with an affine complex structure. X(8, cp) is 
connected because ({a, r, q}) is transitive on E. The polygons P(F, cp), F E O(o), determine 
a CW-complex on X(8, VP). If x E F, P(F, cp) induces an orientation on the edge labelled 
x and CJX is interpreted as assigning to x its successor edge on 8P(F, cp). Similarly, zx is 
interpreted as reversing orientation on x. Finally, if x is now viewed as incoming at 
[v(x)] E S, qx represents the succeeding incoming edge in the clockwise sense about [v(x)]. 
If X1 (8, cp) and X,(8, cp) are versions of X(8, cp) resulting from different sets of choices 
P(F, rp), F E O(o), the identification with 8 of the associated one skeletons determines 
a canonical homeomorphism f : X1 -+ X,. This map is biholomorphic and affine complex on 
the complement of the vertex classes. 
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The construction of X(8, cp) and Euler’s formula imply the Euler characteristic of 
X(8, cp) is n(a) - n(z) + n(q). Accordingly, we define 
x(4 = 44 - 44 + nh). (6) 
In most contexts x(b) will be a fixed value, x(6) = 2 - 2p, and n(q) = n > 0 will also be 
fixed. 
Since the axioms for d imply 3n(cr) < 2n(z), we have 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf x(S) = 2 - 2p and n(q) = n then 
n(a) < 4p - 4 + 2n 
n(r) < 6p - 6 + 3n. (7) 
Equality holds if and only if n(o, - ) = 3. 
Proof: Clear. Cl 
Let P be a simple v-gon, v 2 3, which is inscribed in a circle C of radius R. If x is an edge 
of P, let J(x) be the arc of C which has x for a chord and which lies on the opposite side of 
x as P. Define 1,9(x) = lJ(x)l/2xR. Then 9 > 0 and Q+(x) = 1. 
NOW let (Pj, Cj, $j), j = 1, 2, be as in the preceding paragraph. Let xj be an edge of Pi, 
j = 1, 2, and let T, = az + fi be uniquely determined by the requirement hat Txz = x1, 
reversing the sense induced by Pz, PI. From elementary geometry we have 
LEMMA 2.4. With notations as above TCz = C1 iJ and only, if til(xi) + $z(xz) = 1 and 
PI v TP, is inscribed in C1. No vertex of PI is interior to TC2 and no vertex of TPz is interior 
to Cl if and only iJ $1(x1) + $2(x2) < 1. 
Proof. Clear. Cl 
LEMMA 2.5. Let cp E II(&), and let X(8, cp) be constructedfrom choices P(F, cp), F E O(a). 
ZfF E O(a), and if0 = D(F) is the interior of the circle which is circumscribed about P(F, cp), 
there exists a holomorphic map f: D --+ X(8, cp)\S such f Ipo,, ‘p, is the canonical projection. 
Proof This is an application of Lemma 2.4 and the assumption cpz < 1, cp E II(&). Let 
fO: P(F, cp) + X(8, cp) be the canonical projection. Given x E F it is sufficient o extend f. to 
the region bounded by x and the arc J(x) which it determines. Denote the endpoints of this 
arc by ul, u2. Choose Tz = az + /? to send edge rx of P(O,(zx), cp) to x, reversing sense. 
Because q,(x) < 1, T sends the edges cr-l TX and rrzx to line segments, the first emanating 
from u1 and the second from u2 and neither entirely contained in D. Let these line segments 
exit aD at points wl, w2. (Of course, Dn TP(O,(zx), cp) is convex.) Now f. analytically 
continues to the convex hull of P(F, cp) and the arc of aD(F) from w1 to w2. If w1 # ul, for 
example, the internal angle of P(F, cp)uTP(O,(zx), rp) at u1 is greater than the internal angle 
of P(F, cp) at u1 by an amount bounded below by minvcE p(y) > 0. Now repeat this 
construction for each of the edges To-’ zx and Tazx (requiring use of at most W-%X and 
zazx). After a finite number of iterations the region between x and J(x) is covered and 
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the canonical projection extends. Repeat this for every edge of P(F, cp) and the lemma 
obtains. q 
3. COMPLEXES ASSOCIATED TO P-SETS 
If d is a P-set we shall define elementary operations of reduction and augmentation. In 
terms of X(8, cp), cp E II@‘), these operations correspond to deleting an edge common to 
distinct 2~11s or to adjoining a diagonal to a 2-cell which has more than three edges. 
If x E E, and if O,(x) # 0&t), define E,, = E\{ x, CC}, z. = z 1 Eo, q. = first return map of 
q on E. and cro = zoqo. rro is defined directly by 
1 
rix u=cr-1x 
Qo(Y) = Kc y=o-'TX 
flY else. 
The values of n(ao, y) are either values of n(o, y) or the new value n(a, x) + n(o, zx) - 2 > 4. 
(sb = (E,, oo, zo, qo) is again a P-set. Since n(ao) = n(a) - 1, n(zo) = n(r) - 1 and n(qo) = n(q) 
we have ~(8~) = x(d). 
In the reverse direction if F E O(a) has at least four elements, decompose F into disjoint 
c segments, F; and F;, each of length at least two. Adjoin ideal points wl, w2 to E and extend 
r to r1 on El = Eu{w1,w2) by rlwl = w2 = r;’ wl. Set Fj = FjU{wj},j = 1, 2, and extend 
CJ to cl so that Fj E O(ol). Set rll = rlel and Jl = (E1,~l,~l,ql). Again we find n(n) = n(rl) 
and ~(8) = ~(8~;). Moreover, if the reduction procedure is applied to &, with x = wl, the 
result is 8. 
If bi and g2 are P-sets, we shall write C$ <cB; if ~9’~ is obtained from Jz by a sequence of 
reductions or, equivalently, if ~8’~ is obtained from ~9~ by a sequence of augmentations. 
If 8, c$, g2 are P-sets, we shall write J1 N 8&2 if S<&i = 1,2, and if the identity map on 
E extends to an isomorphism n:J& + S; (2 0 g1 = rr2 0 I, etc.). Let s(8) be the set of 
equivalence classes for we. As n(r,ri) = n(q) and x(&l) = x(b) for &<& it is a consequence of 
(7) that 9(g) is finite. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let rp E II(&), and define E. = E\rp;’ 1. Ifzo = zIEo, ifqo is the q-first return 
map on Eo, and if o. = zoqo, then $ = (EO,~O,~O,~O) is a P-set. Moreover, $<d and 
q0 = dEo E n(gOb)* 
Proof Suppose q(x) + cp(zx) = 1. The assumption rp, = 1, rp > 0 and n(a;) > 2 imply 
&b(x) # O&x). Let 8’ = (E’, (r’,z’,rl’) be the reduction determined by x, zx, as above. If 
cp’ = (~ls,, then the sum of cp’ along the one new rr’ orbit is (1 + 1) - 1 = 1, meaning 
cp’ 6 II@“). Now argue by descent. 0 
Dejinition 3.2. If cp E II(&) and if (gob, rpo) is as in Lemma 3.1, then ($, cpo) will be referred 
to as the reduced form of (8, cp). 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf b<b’, there is a canonical injection .!:I&$‘) + II such that for each 
cp E II(&) we have E’\(Jq);’ 1 E E and Jrpl, = rp. 
Proof: Reverse the procedure in Lemma 2.1. 0 
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Let 8’ = (E,a,r,q) be a P-set. If 4 E 9(&J’), i.e., if &I represents a class in S(b), define 
II@?, &) to be the set of cpl E II@Q such that the reduced form of (& cpl), denoted here 
(&$, cpZ) has & E F(S). That is, ((Pi)&- < 1. Choose a complete set of representatives for 
P(S) and define 
Of course, II@, 8) = II&?) (2). 
Now declare that (& cpl) M (& cpZ) when the reduced forms (8& (pi), j = 1, 2, satisfy 
8; ~~8; with the canonical isomorphism carrying cp; to rp;. This relation is closed, and 
each equivalence class is finite, of cardinality at most Is(&)l. If follows that the space 
n(8) = a,(&‘)/ =, equipped with the quotient topology, is locally compact and metrizable. 
Since II,&?,) s II,(J,J?l), &I E S(b), and since each (&, cpl), pl E II,(&‘l) is already 
a reduced form, the set 
is a complete set of representatives for a(b). 
If A: 6’ + 8’ is an isomorphism of P-sets, A determines an isomorphism 1: F(S) + F(al) 
in the strong sense that if &I is a representative of [&I E F(S), and if S; is a representative of
~([&‘J) E S(R), then I admits a unique extension to an isomorphism l:gl + &. It follows 
that 1 also determines alinear isomorphism X:0,(&) + Q,(8). Moreover, if &I E F-(b), then 
Y(&) is naturally included in 9(d) meaning Q,(&) is included in Q,(8) (II,(&) E II(&, gl)) 
as an open set. Here “natural” means that “n:&(8) + f&(8’) above will carry !&(&) to 
f&(k). 
For purposes of later sections we shall now associate to Q,(8) an open subset 0$(6’) 
which contains (8) x II,(&), is a union of equivalence classes and which has an additional 
property, described below. 
Fix & E 9((d), If F E O(c), cp E II,,(B) and Jq = ql E II(&,Q, there is a set H(F) c 
O(aJ such that P(F, cp) is obtained from {P(H, cpJH E H(F)} by an appropriate set of 
gluing maps Tz = az + /.? determined by their relationship between 8’ and 8r. Of course, 
P(F, cp) is strictly convex. If if5 E II@?, GQ, one can attempt to construct a polygon from 
P-W IcI)W E H(F)) using the pattern determined by &I and 8, but the result may not be 
a planar polygon. Define lI*(d, &) c II@, &) to be the open set of $ for which the result is 
a simple strictly convex polygon for each F E O(G). II*(&, 6&) contains AI,(&). Now define 
Q,*(8) is open and a union of equivalence classes. It will be of no importance that n!(b) 
does not, in general, contain Q,(b), only that it does contain {&} x II,(d). It is true of course 
that fi,*(&)n&,(~$) E Qg(J1) when R,&Q is identified as an open subset of QO(b), S<&‘1. 
4. THE DELAUNAY PARTITION OF A CONVEX POLYGON 
In this section the letters D and C stand for an open disc and the circle which bounds it, 
respectively. 
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Let Q be a convex polygon with vertex set V. We assume Q is two dimensional. Call 
a circle C good for Q if I/nD = 8 and 1 I/nCI >/ 3. Let U(Q) = V be the set of all good circles. 
It is clear that % is finite, and we define K(C) to be the convex hull of VnC for 
each C E +?. By definition K(C) is convex and two dimensional. The set S?(Q) = 
{X(C)IC E VQ)) is a similarity invariant. 
The definition of %Z = w(Q) implies that for distinct elements Ci, C2 E V no point of 
VnC, (resp. VnC2) is contained in Dz (resp. Di). It follows that when D1 and Dz share 
a chord, K(C,) and K(C2) lie on opposite sides of this chord. Therefore, x(Q) is a partition 
of the union of its elements. 
Let x be an edge of Q, and let e be the perpendicular bisector of x. For each [ E e let 
C([, x) be the circle with center < and chord x. We have VnD(& x) = 8 for c near co on one 
end of e and I/ E O([, x) for c near co at the other end. There exists a unique value of [ E / 
such that D(c,x)nV = 0 and lC([, x)nVI 3 3. Therefore, x is an edge of K(C) for some 
C E $7 (and V # 0). Let C E %?, and let y be an edge of K(C) which is a diagonal of Q, i.e., not 
an edge of Q. If e is the perpendicular bisector of y, then C(c, y) = C for some [ E e. [ divides 
e into two open rays 8: such that if [’ E 4;, then VnD(c, y) # 0. As [ varies on e{ we have 
VnD(c', y) = 8 for 5’ near 5 while, since y is a diagonal, VnD(S', y) # 0 for 5’ near co. It 
follows there exists a good circle C(yl,y) # C such that y is an edge of K(C(r y)). The union 
K(C)uK(C([‘y)) has y in its interior. 
The discussion just completed implies u cEIK(C) is an open and closed, nonempty 
subset of Q. We conclude that x(Q) is a decomposition of Q. We shall call it the Delaunay 
partition. 
5. i-i(B) IS A MANIFOLD 
Let B be a P-set, and let M(b) be the set of functions e on O(o) such that e(F), F E O(a), 
is a complex affine equivalence class of strictly convex IFI-gons with edges labelled 
counterclockwise in cyclic correspondence with F. .M(&‘) is a complex manifold of dimension 
dimc&!(b) = c (IF1 - 2) 
Q (0) 
= 2(n(z) - n(a)) 
= 2(2p - 2 + n). (11) 
(As before we take n(q) = n and x(8) = 2 - 2p.) Discussions of e E A(&‘) will generally 
include, without mention, choices of representative polygons Q(F,f) E l(F), F E O(o). For 
example, one may introduce coordinates by choosing x(F) E F for each F and requiring that 
Q(F,C) lie in the upper halfplane except for the one edge x(F) = [O, 11. The transitions 
associated to a different choice x’(F), F E o(a), are rational holomorphic in the vertices of 
Q(F,O 
We remark that 8 and C! E A(J) determine a surface X(8,6’) obtained by gluing 
representatives Q(F, e) according to r. 
Associate to e E d(8) and each Q(F, L’) the Delaunay partition X(Q(F, d)). This parti- 
tion determines (perhaps) certain diagonals 6 of Q(F, c!) such that any distinct pair intersect 
on 8Q. Define El 2 E by adjoining to E two elements for each new diagonal, one for each 
direction, and extend r to the oriented diagonals by reversing orientation. Extend 0 to the 
edges of each polygon K(C), C E ‘X(Q(F,/), assigning each edge its counterclockwise 
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successor on X(C). If the extensions are denoted rJ, a[, define qd = zccrc and J(e) = (E(e), 
rd, B!, qc). B(e) is a P-set and clearly J<&(e). 
The discussion preceding Lemma 2.4 is used to associate to e and J(e) a function 
G(e) = $(e;) on E, such that $&) = 1, G(e) > 0. Lemma 2.4 implies 
IC/(e, y) + t&!,zLy) < 1 for each y E Ec\E. However, if x E E, it is not guaranteed that 
II/(L,x) + I(l(e,zx) < 1. We shall define 9(d) E A(B) by 
a4 = {e E -4JmM < 1). (12) 
By the discussion thus far we have that e E 9(b) if and only if it is true that 
$(t,x) + $(l,zx) < 1 (x E E). (13) 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 8 be a P-set, and let x E E. Thefunction $(*,x) is continuous on_Y(C?). 
Proof If k > 2, let LJ, denote set of u = (u I, . . . , u,J E Ck which are the vertices of 
a strictly convex polygon, in counterclockwise order. Let Y be the set of unordered triples 
v = {a, b, c], 1 6 a # b # c < k and define C,(u) to be the circle determined by u,, ub, u,. C,(a) 
is continuous for each v E Y. Let 1 < j < k and for each c # j or j + 1 (mod k) let 
vcj = (j,j + 1 (mod k), c}. In the set {CVcj(u)I c #j, j + l} there is one good circle (which may 
appear more than once). Call this circle Cj(U). If Cj(Uo) = C,,(u,-J for all j in a set 
w E {1,2, . . . , k} then for u close to u. the circles C,(u), j E W, are close to one another and 
to Cj(Uo). By the same token if u is close to uo, then Cj(U) E {Cyi(V)lj E W}. We conclude that 
Cj( .) is continuous on U,. AS Cj( *) is equivariant relative to similarities, Cj( .) projects to 
a continuous function on the set of affine complex equivalence classes of convex k-gons. Let 
Jj(U) be the arc of Cj(U) which has [Uj,Uj+l] for a chord and which otherwise contains no 
vertices in its interior. Let Cj(U) have radius Rj(V), and define @j(U) = IJj(U)l/27CRj(O). $j( e) is 
also continuous. In the context of A(8) this is tantamount o the statement hat $(. ,x) is 
continuous for each x E E. Cl 
The lemma implies the set where $(. , x) c 1 is open for each x E E. Therefore, 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Y(6) is an open set in A!(S). 
We return to Q:(b) = uF(,,{811) x II*(&‘,gl) which was defined in (10). To define 
a natural map [:a:(&) + 9(b) we fix & E 9 (8). If F E O(e), let H(F) G O(al) be as in the 
paragraph which contains (10). Let x(F) E F be chosen for each F E S(Q). If cpl E II*(b,Jr), 
the polygons P(H, cpr), H E H(F), are combined to determine a polygon i’(F, ql). If we 
require that x(F), which lies in exactly one H E H(F), be sent to [0, l] and that &F, cpl) 
otherwise lie in the upper halfplane, then &F,cpJ is uniquely determined and varies 
continuously with (pl E II*(b, &). In terms of z1 = (& cpJ E Q:(s) we define Qz,) E A(&) 
to assign to F E O(a) the affine complex class of &F, cpl). 
The discussion just completed and the definitions imply 
LEMMA 5.3. Let e( *) be as above, and set z(e) = (J(e), G(e)), e E 9(J). e(e) is continuous 
and e 0 z = Id on Y(8). The map z 0G assigns to each z1 E iz$(b) its reduced form. 
Proof: By construction of $ we have $&) < 1 and therefore (b(d), g(d)) is a reduced 
form for all L E A?(b). The remaining parts of the statement have been addressed above or 
are obvious from the definitions. q 
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Let rt :f&,(&) + a(&‘) be the canonical projection. 7c is continuous by definition, and we 
set a*(&) = &l,*(J). Since z is injective and z 0 6’ is the “reduced form” map, /( *) is constant 
on rt fibers meaning there is a commutative triangle 
(14) 
Since ‘II 0 z 0 m = Id, m( .) is one-to-one onto. If U c 9(J) is an open set, then C ’ U is an 
open set which is a union of equivalence classes, i.e., a union of 71 fibers. Therefore, 
rr(f!-‘U) = m-l U is open and m( -) is continuous. If K c Y(8) is a compact set, it is easy to 
see that for each C& E s(8) the set K ’ (K)n({Jl} x II*@‘, ~9~)) is compact. (If e, + /, and if 
for each n and F E O(a) H(F) E O(ol) determines arefinement of the Delaunay partition for 
Q(F,./.), then H(F) also determines a refinement of the Delaunay partition for Q(F,e).) It 
follows that m-‘(K) = I#-‘(K)) is compact. Therefore, m( a) is continuous, one-to-one 
onto and proper. We have 
PROPOSITION 5.4. With notations as above the map m: fl*(&‘) + L?(J) is a homeomorphism 
onto. Moreover, m- ’ 0 /I,,, x n,ta embeds II@‘) as a closed submanifold off-l*(J) c f&f’). 
Proof: The condition that e E 8(d) have ~(0 E {a} x II,(C~) is that the vertices of 
Q(F, e) lie on a circle for each F E O(o). This condition defines a real analytic submanifold of 
_Y(f8). The proposition follows. 0 
Remark 5.5. If C$ E 9(d)), it has been noted that ~,*(~)nf2,&&) z f2,*(&Tl) holds in 
a natural sense. On this intersection there are two maps to consider, one to B(b) and one to 
9&). In terms of coordinates introduced in the first paragraph of this section the 
transition from an open set in 9(&) to the corresponding open set in Y(b) is rational 
biholomorphic. 
6. DEFINITION OF R(p, n) 
Let p > 0 and n > 0 be such that 2p - 2 + n > 0. MP denotes a fixed closed oriented 
connected surface of genus p. Also fix a puncture set S, c MP, IS,1 = n, and define 
Mp,” = M,\S,. Let X be the set of Jordan paths (more precisely isotopy classes rel S,) in Mp,” 
which join points of S,. Define ry = y-l, y E X. 
We call a set E E Z admissible if it is T-invariant and if it determines an ideal cell 
decomposition of MP (5). This means (representatives) y E E have the property that 
MP\u ,, E E 1 y I, where I y I is the set of points comprising y, is a union of cells D such that 8D, 
with the induced orientation is a concatenation of elements of y( 171 = Iy- ’ I). 
If E is admissible, every cell D above has at least three paths on its boundary because no 
pair are isotopic rel S,. The successor map e, which assigns each y E 8D its counter- 
clockwise successor, and r,r = za, determine a P-set 6 = (E,a,z,rl). The fact that MP is 
connected implies ({a, r, q}) is transitive on E. 
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Definition 6.1. With notations as above define A(p, n) to be the set of P-sets ~9’ which are 
determined by admissible sets E E Z. 
Euler characteristic onsiderations imply 1EJ < 12~ - 12 + 6n (i.e., n(z) < 6p - 6 + 34 
for admissible sets E. Therefore, if E is admissible, the set Y(E) = {E, G X IE c El and EI is 
admissible} is finite. If EI, Ez E Y(E), and if &, & are the corresponding P-sets, the identity 
map of E extends to an isomorphism 1: &I + tS2 if, and only if, El = Ez and 1= Id. It is clear 
that &‘<&, El E B(E), and therefore Y(E) injects as a subset of F(S). Consideration of 
standard realizations X(8, cp), cp E II(J), shows that each element of F(J) is represented in 
Y(E). Accordingly, we take 
F(J) = (4 WI E W% 
as a model for .9(J). 
Define a locally compact metric space f&(p, n) as 
no(P,n) = u (4 x wo (15) 
d E A(p*n) 
That this notation is slightly at variance with the definition (8) of f&(Q) should cause no 
confusion. 
As in Section 3 we define z 1 x z2 E f&,(p, n) when the reduced forms are the same. This is 
a closed relation with a uniform upper bound, depending upon (p, n), for the cardinality of 
its equivalence classes. Therefore, Q(p, n) = &(p,n)/x , equipped with the quotient topol- 
ogy, is a locally compact metric space. 
If& E A(p, n), then a,(&) E Ro(p, n), and D,(J) is both open and a union of equivalence 
classes. Therefore, the image in Q(p, n) is homeomorphic to Q(J). Let Q*(a) = xSJ,*(J) be as 
in Section 5, and define a chart (n*(J), m#), with values in 9(b), as in (14). If &, J2 E A(p, n), 
and if Q*(&)nn*(%) # 8, then for each w E &I*(&‘1)nQ*(J2) there exists B E A(p,n) such 
that &J1;, J2<&’ and w E n*(g). It follows from Remark 5.5 that ma, 0 mb;’ is holomorphic at 
m,,(w). 
THBDREM 6.2. Let Q(p,n) and .N = ((n*(&),m,)JB E A(p, n)} be as above. Then 
(R(p, n), JV) is a complex analytic manifold. 
The definition of x implies that set &,(p,n), defined by 
Qoo(P,N = u VI x no(Q) 
8 E A(p,n) 
(16) 
is a complete set of representative for x . If n is the canonical projection, Proposition 5.4 
implies A(b) = n({&‘} x II,(J)) is a real analytic submanifold of R(p, n) and a closed 
submanifold of n*(g). We have 
THEOREM 6.3. The set A(p, n) = {A(J)16 E A(p, n)} is a real analytic cell decomposition of 
Q(p, n). For each 8 E A(p, n) we have 
aA = u A(&). 
S,$d 
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We remark that each cell A(&) is real analytically a polyhedron II,(&). If &, S; E F(g)), 
then A(&‘;) and A(&) are real analytically glued along A(b).In terms of II(&), II(&) and 
H(s) the gluing is linear. Of course, ~?a(&‘) is the image under rc of {b} x H(&‘)\H,(&), and as 
the axioms for H(B) prevent certain faces of H,,(s) from appearing, aA is “missing” 
certain faces. 
7. A MAP OF Q(p,n) IN Y(p,n) 
Let a E C be such that Re a > - 1, and let <, : C + C* be the covering map [&) = 
etzniz/(‘+ )I. A branch of &, 0 & 1 is a branch of c -+ 5”’ r. These branches determine an atlas 
YK~ on the punctured c-plane. If A* = (cl0 < l<l < l}, then (A*, %“&.) is a model for an 
affine complex structure with cone singularity and complex cone angle 2x(a f 1). An affine 
complex structure Of? on M,,, = M,\S, is admissible if each s E S, admits a deleted neighbor- 
hood V, and a = a(s), Re a > -1, such that (U,, ah,,) and (A*, -W;rla*) are affine complex 
equivalent, the equivalence xtending continuously to a continuous map between A and 
GJ{s>. 
.Y(p, n) denotes the set of isotopy classes of admissible @. Each w E Y(p, n) determines 
a function Aw E C”, Is E sa Aw(s) = 2p - 2, where Aw(s) = a(s) above, a point Bw E Y(p, n) 
(Teichmtiller space) and a monodromy character xw E Hom(nr (M,,J, C*). It is proved in 
[4, Theorem 1.161 that the image A x B x x(Y(p, n)) is a closed complex submanifold. 
Y(p,n) is endowed with the topology and complex structure of this image. 
If 5 E R (p, n), 5 is an equivalence class [(a, cp)], d E A(p, n), q E II( We recall that 
because E c A(p, n), X(8, cp) carries an affine complex structure which is defined uniquely 
up to isotopy on MP,n. Because X(8, cp) is defined in terms of simple polygons (P(F, cp), 
F E B(a)) and affine gluing maps, it is admissible [4]. Denote its class by W(5) E Y(p,n). 
We remark that if Jr<&, then &(&i) is naturally viewed as an open set in &(B;), the 
inclusion being holomorphic. Moreover, there is a canonical map 2:&(&J + 9’(p,n) 
defined in the same way as W and natural relative to inclusions gll<bz and 
A(&) c A(&“). (See the second paragraph of Section 5.) 
Let &, = [(& cpe)] E R(p, n) and let (& cpe) be the minimum representative for to. Let 
a*(&) c R(p, n) as in Section 6, and let mJO:fi*(&) + LZ’(L$) be the associated chart. Of 
course, &, E 0*(&e). By construction we have W = 2 0 mJO. Moreover, if &,bi&i is such that 
El is an ideal triangulation, the map Z:&Y(&) + Y(p, n) is a holomorphic injection [4]; 
take t = Ei, n(t) = J?(&) and Z = Q, in the notation of that paper. We conclude that 
WlQ.(80j is a holomorphic injection. As R(p, n) and 9(p, n) have equal dimensions, we have 
THEOREM 7.1. With notations as above the map W :R(p, n) + Lf’(p, n) is holomorphic and 
locally biholomorphic. 
It will develop that W is a biholomorphism of R(p, n) onto Y(p, n). 
8. NO HALFPLANES 
In this section 9 is a fixed admissible structure on Mp,,, = M,\S,,. Ifs E S,,, we assume 
fixed a deleted neighborhood U, c M,,, and a = a(s), Re a > - 1, such that (U,, @Iv,) and 
(A*,%‘&) are isomorphic (see the first paragraph of Section 7). 
A %-line is a path in Mp,n whose parameter is affine in %-coordinates. A %-line 
y = ([a, b), x( .)) is Jinite if x(b-) exists in M,(x(b-) E S, is allowed). 
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LEMMA 8.1. Assume Q is admissible and y = ([a, b), x(e)) is ajnite a-line. Then b < 03. 
Proof. Extend the puncture set if necessary (and the definition of c1 by 0) so that 
x(b-) E S,. It is no loss to suppose y E U, with x(b-) = s, and therefore we are reduced to 
proving that a WJine y = ([a, b), x(a)) in A* such that x(b-) = 0 has b < CQ In the notation 
of the first paragraph of Section 7 the fact y is a wa-line implies there exists c, d E C and 
a branch of x(t)ol+ ’ such that x(t)“+ ’ = ct + d. Since Rea > - 1, the left side has 
x(b-‘)=+I = 0. Therefore, [a, b) is a finite interval and b < co. 
When % has transitions in the group of Euclidean motions, corresponding to the case of 
a Riemannian flat metric with cone singularities, every &!-line y = ([a, b), x( 0)) such that 
b < a~ is finite. This is false in the general (admissible) case. For an elementary example let 
P be the trapezoid formed by intersecting a triangle T with a line parallel to an edge e and 
passing through the interior of T. Define < E sP( 1,l) by gluing opposite sides of P, reversing 
sense, and letting the vertex class represent he puncture (in this example the afEne structure 
extends through the puncture). For concreteness assume T is equilateral, and let L be the 
altitude of T which bisects e. L passes through infinitely many (similar) copies of P and 
represents a nonfinite %! line on a finite interval. 0 
Remark 8.2. Let y c A* be a finite w#-line such that x(b-) = 0 (Re a > - 1). We have 
seen that b < 00. It is also true that there exists a neighborhood U, of b in C\(b, 00 ) such 
that x(e) extends to be continuous on U, and _Wh-affine complex on t&,\(b). 
LEMMA 8.3. Let % be admissible, let 2 be a halfplane and let (p:.# --f Mp,” be schlicht 
relative to the complex structure subordinate to 9. Then q is not afine in %-coordinates. 
Proof. If cp is affine, and if L is a line in %’ (i.e., parallel to a$?), Lemma 8.1. implies rplL 
does not extend continuously to the point at either co of L. It follows there is a Q-affine disc 
(UJ), U c M,,,, such that q(L) passes through U infinitely often. If X(L) G X is the 
halfplane in Z determined by L, then for each chord H of U determined by q(L), cp(X(L)) 
contains one component E of U\H. Moreover, cp - ’ E is a semidisc based on an interval of L. 
It follows that if 6 is any %-line segment in U, then q(L) intersects 6 at most twice. This is 
incompatible with q(L) passing through U infinitely often, and we conclude cp is not affine. 
The lemma is proved. cl 
We shall next remove the hypothesis that cp be one-to-one. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let Q be admissible, let .% be a halfplane and let cp:&’ + Mp,” be afine 
holomorphic in %-coordinates. Then q is constant. 
Proof. Assume cp is affine but not constant. By Lemma 8.3 there exist z1 # z2 such that 
cp(z,) = cp(zz). Since cp is nonconstant affine, cp is locally one-to-one. There exist open sets 
~j’jc,zjE~,,j=1,2,andTz=az+b,a#O,suchthatTV,=1/2andcpoT=cpon 
&‘nT-‘Z’ 2 VI. We separate the cases a # 1 and a = 1: 
Case 1 (a # 1). If z. = b/(1 - a), then Tzo = zo. We may vary zl, z2, if necessary, and 
suppose the triangle A(zo, zl, zz) is not degenerate. The facts that cp is locally one-to-one and 
cpo T = cp imply z~$s?. Let Lj c X be the ray Lj = ((1 - t)zo + tzjlt 2 l}. With T as 
above the facts Tzo = z. and Tz, = z2 imply TL1 = L2. Let K be the convex hull of LI and 
L2 and let I/ = K/T be the Riemann surface got by using T to glue L1 to L2. V is 
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biholomorphic to a punctured disc: if e’ = a, then I,@) = et2rri’0g(z-z0)~c1, z E 2, maps 
V biholomorphically to a neighborhood of cc with 
lim I&) = co. 
z+m 
ZEK 
Now I/ and (M,,,,%) are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces (in this regard we recall that the 
complex structure subordinate to 9 extends through S, and 2p - 2 + IZ > 0). It follows that 
cp: V --f Mp,n extends to the point at co, taking on a value at co which may be in S,. In 
particular, (L,,cp) is a finite %-line. We have reached a contradiction. 
Case 2 (a = 1). In this case let Lj be rays in X such that LlnL2 = 8 and TLi = L2. 
Form K and V and argue as in the case above. 
We have reached a contradiction to the assumption that cp is nonconstant affine and the 
lemma obtains. cl 
9. %-DISCS ARE FINITE 
By a %-disc we shall understand an open disc D of finite radius and an affine complex 
mapf:D + Mp,n relative to a given admissible structure %!. We shall see that, in contrast to 
the situation for %-lines y = ([a, b), x( .)), b < a~ it is the case that every Q-disc is finite, in 
the sense that j-extends continuously to b. Moreover iffis the extended functionf- ' S, is 
a finite set in 8D. 
In preparation of Proposition 8.1. we make some assumptions and notations. % is 
admissible, and (DJ) is a Q-disc with D centered at 0. If w E dD, y,,, is the Q-line y,,, = ([0, l), 
x,( * ) = f( . w)). When yw is finite x,(e) extends to a neighborhood of t = lin C\(l, co). In 
particular, y,,, is also finite for all w’ E c?D in a neighborhood of w. We conclude that if y,,, is 
finite, thenfextends to be continuous on a neighborhood of w in D. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. With notations us above every O-disc (D, f) is$nite. 
Proof: If the statement is false, the discussion proceeding the proposition implies there 
exists w E 3D such that y,,, is not finite. We shall prove this leads to a contradiction. 
First, when y,,, is not finite, the cluster set of {x,,,(t)1 t + l} is connected and contains at 
least two points. We may therefore select an element x in this set such that x$S,. Fix 
(U, h) E $2 such that x E U and h(U) is a disc centered at h(x). Let +U denote the pullback by 
h of the concentric disc with one-half the radius of h(U). If y E fU, there exists an open set 
V,, c U such that x, y E V,, and h( V,,) is a disc with center h(y). 
Let a sequence 0 < tk c tk+ 1 < 1, tk -+ 1, be chosen so that yk = x&) E&J, k 2 1. 
Denote by Dk the disc centered at tkw which is internally tangent o D (at w). We claim that 
by definition of V, we have v,k Gf(Dk). To see this we first observe that on the component 
wk of Dnf- ‘U which contains tkw the “transition” h ofhas the form Tkz = a,$ + bk, uk # 0. 
Now h- l)T,w, =fi T; ’ cannot be continued to any disc choose center is h(yk) and which 
contains Tkw in its interior. For otherwise (h-‘(,tw,)o Tk =flw, would continue to a disc 
centered at tkw which contains w in its interior. This is impossible, and v,k Gf(Dk), as 
claimed. 
It follows from the last paragraph that the component wk of Dnf-‘U which contains 
tkw also contains T; ‘h(Vky). Recalling that x E V,, define <k = T; ‘h(x), so that f([k) = x, 
and let & be the largest disc with center [k to whichfadmits analytic continuation. As 
[k E Dk and w cannot be interior to Ek, we have limk_+, radius (Ek) = 0. 
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By construction TkEk is a disc centered at T& = h(x), and the relations between Tk, 
h andfimply TkEk is independent of k. In terms of Tkz = akz + bk, the fact the radius of Ek 
tends t0 zero implieS ak + a As h-’ 0 Tk = f On &, h-’ admits analytic continuation to 
h(U)uTkD for all k. As nk a 1 TkD contains h(x), h-’ admits analytic continuation to 
Uk r 1 Tk D = 0. The fact ak + cc implies R contains a halfplane. As h- 1 : R -+ I$,, ,, is affine 
holomorphic, Lemma 8.4. implies h- ’ is constant. This contradicts the fact (U, h) is a chart, 
and the proposition follows. 0 
10. DELAUNAY PARTITION ASSOCIATED TO % 
9 denotes a fixed admissible affine complex structure. If x E M,,,, we can speak of 
a maximal %-disc (D,, fJ at x: Begin with any %-disc (D, f) such that f - lx is the center of D, 
and let D, be the union of all concentric discs to which f admits analytic continuation. Since 
f is not constant, D, is a finite disc. This defines a Q-disc (D,, fx). If we begin with a different 
(D’f’) (at x), we obtain (D:,f!J related to (D,,fX) by D, = TD: and fxo T = fi where 
Tz = az + b. 
Proposition 9.1. implies fx admits a continuous extension of b,. Remark 8.2 implies that 
if 5 E aD,, c has a deleted neighborhood in aD, which is disjoint from f; ' S,. Therefore, if 
v(x) = Card(f; ‘S,), v(x) < co. The discussion in the preceeding paragraph implies v(x) 
depends only upon % and x. 
With notations as above let c E f ;‘(S,), and let p(c) be the open ray which connects 5 to 
cc in C\D, and is collinear with the radius of D, at [. Define U = C\USE,.;lSn p(c). Ifs > 0, 
and if I is the radius of D,, (1 + e)DX will denote the concentric disc of radius (1 + &)I. 
Remark 8.2. implies there exists E > 0 such that if U, = (1 + e)D,nU, then fx admits 
a continuous extension to U, which is analytic on U,\f;’ S,. (By definition c$p([) so that 
f; l s, c U,.) 
LEMMA 10.1. If x EM,,,, then V(X) > 0. 
Proof. If v(x) = 0, then U, = (1 + e)D,, and D, is not the largest disc upon which fx 
exists. Therefore, v(x) > 0. 0 
LEMMA 10.2. The set v-l 1 is an open set which contains a deleted neighborhood of s for 
each s E S,. 
Proof: For convenience assume D, is centered at 0. Let U, be defined above, and let 
{co} = f; ’ S,. If /zl < s/2, the disc D(z) with center z and radius lz - co1 satisfies D(z) E V,. 
Then fftrj = f lo(z), D,-(ZJ = D(z) give a version of (D rcZj,frcZJ. Therefore, v(flz)) = 1, I.4 < 42. 
As f is an open map, x is interior to v- ‘(1). Consideration of the models (A*, %‘&.), 
Re c1 > - 1, defined in Section 7 establishes the fact v-‘(l) contains a deleted neighborhood 
of each s E S,. The lemma is proved. 0 
LEMMA 10.3. Zf v(x) = 2, there exists a %-disc (D,f) centered at x (i.e., f -l(x)) such that 
f-‘oV’(2) is a diameter of D. 
ProoJ Let f; ’ S, = {t;,, cl}, co # cl, and let L be the diameter of D, which bisects the 
chord [co, cl]. If lJ, is as above, and if lzl < a/2, define D(z) to be the disc centered at z of 
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radius min(lz - tXlz - 6’1). Then WL~ADC~J is a maximal %-disc atf(z) and v(f(z)) = 2 if, 
and only if, z E L. 0 
LEMMA 10.4. Zf x E M,,,, there exists a Q-disc (D, f) centered at f - lx = 0 such that 
f -l,v-1 {3,4, . . . > s (0). Z_fv(x) > 2, thenf-‘ov- ’ (2) is a union of v(x) radii of D. 
Proof Let D, be centered at 0, and let U, be as before. We may suppose v(x) > 2. If 
lzl < s/2, define D(z) to be the disc with radius dist (z&l S,). Then D(z) E V, and do(z) 
contains more than two points off; ’ S, E aD, if and only if D(z) = D, and z = 0. It is clear 
thatf;’ v- ‘(2)n{ IzI < s/2} is a union of open radii, one for each edge of w(f;’ S,), i.e., one 
for each adjacent pair in f; ’ S,. The lemma is proved. 0 
Let G = G(%) = {xiv(x) > 2). Thus far we known that G is a finite set. Indeed, Lemma 
10.3 implies the set (v > l} is compact in M,,,, and Lemma 10.4 implies it has an open 
cover each element of which contains at most one point at which v > 2. 
LEMMA 10.5. Each component of v- ‘(2) in v- ’ ({2,3, . . . }) is a finite Q-line. 
Proof Lemma 10.3 implies each component of v-‘(2) is a %-line. Fix a component 
1 and use analytic continuation of a %-chart q to realize 1 as a line L E C. Each z E L is 
centered at a maximal disc D(z) to which cp- ’ admits analytic continuation. The proof of 
Lemma 10.3 shows that there is a fixed line segment 6 such that for each z E L D(z) contains 
6 as a chord. If R = uZ E L D(z), then cp- ’ admits analytic (affine) continuation to a map 
f: R + Mp,“. If L is infinite at either end, then Q contains a halfplane. Sincefis not constant, 
Lemma 8.4 implies L is finite. The lemma is proved. 0 
The lemma implies that if 1 # 8 is a component of v-‘(2), then I is a 9X line joining 
points xl, x2 E G(a), possibly with x1 = x2. We shall look at this more closely below. 
LEMMA 10.6. v-‘(2) # 8, and, in particular G(Q) # 8. 
Proof Let x E Mp,“. If v(x) > 1, there is nothing to prove. If v(x) = 1, let &, E 8D, be 
such thatf&J E S,, and let p’(&-J be the complement of the ray (defined in paragraph three) 
~([a) in the line which it determines. If z E pc(~,,), let D(z) be the disc with radius Iz - &,I. 
If z lies on the radius determined by co, then D(z) s D, and (A(z),&~,) is a maximal 9 
disc. Let 8 E p”(&,) be the maximal segment such thatf, admits continuation to uZsc D(z). 
If 4 is finite, and if Cl # co is an endpoint of e, f&i) must have v(J,({~)) > 1. If 8 is 
infinite, there exists a nontrivial @-halfplane, contradicting Lemma 8.4. The lemma 
follows. 0 
We shall now extend the Masur-Smillie construction [3] to Q. For each x E G(a) select 
a maximal %-disc (Ox,&) with centerfir( and define a nondegenerate convex v(x)-gon 
P(x) = P(x,jJ by P(x) = co(f;’ S,). Let E be the set consisting of the oriented (counter- 
clockwise) edges of P(x), x E G, and define 0 on E by counterclockwise succession. We shall 
define r and q = rc below. 
Let x E G, and let y be an edge of P(x). y determines two arcs of 8D,, and we let J(y) be 
the arc which is free of vertices of P(x). The ray from the center of D, which bisects J(y) 
contains a maximal open initial segment L to whichf, extends with v&.(z)) = 2. (See the 
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proof of Lemma 10.4.) For each z E L if D(z) is the open disc with center z having y for 
a chord, thenf, admits continuation to the union uz E L D(z) = !,2. Denote the continuation 
byf: If z1 is the endpoint of L which is not the center of D,, then ao(z,) contains at least 
three preimages of points of S,. Then (D(z~),&(~,)) is a maximal !& disc centered at z1 with 
f(zl) E G(s). Let Q(zi) = co(f-’ S,@D(zi)). If x1 =f(zi), then Q(zi) is canonically com- 
plex affine identified with P(xi). Asf- ‘S,nR = 8, P(x) and Q(zr) lie on opposite sides of y. 
Let zy be the edge of P(q) which is determined by y and Q(zl). 
LEMMA 10.7. r is jxed point free involution of E. 
Proof: It is clear that r’y = y. We must prove that if x1 = x, then ry # y. In all cases 
there exists Tz = az + b such that TD, = D(zr) andfi T = fx on D,nT- ’ D(zl). Since f is 
defined on &uD(zi), and flDtx,) =fx,, we can express this relation as fi T = f on 
D,n T- ’ D(zJ. The fact D(zl) # D, implies T # Id. Now to say ry = y is to say Ty = y, and 
therefore T fixes the midpoint of y. Since f 0 T = f and f is locally injective, T = Id. This is 
a contradiction, and we have zy # y. 0 
Define 8(e) = 8’ = (E, cr, z, q), q = ZO. We do not assume ({a, z, q}) is transitive on E. 
Since each polygon P(x), x E G, is inscribed in a circle, there is defined on E a function 
$( .) = $(3!, *) such that IJ?~ = 1. The definition of z and Lemma 2.4 imply I,+~ < 1. Therefore, 
* E Do(&). 
Let X(8,+) be the standard realization of (a,$) (Section 2). The maps f,:P(x) + Mp,n 
and the relations fx, 0 T = fx, associated to edges y, ry of P(xi), P&z) imply there is 
a canonical affine holomorphic map 
f:X(&&-+(M,,,30 (17) 
We remark that since ({a, r, q}) has not yet been proved transitive, X(8, Ic/) is not yet 
known to be connected. This will be established once f is proved to be a biholomorphism. 
THEOREM 10.8. With notations as above f is a biholomorphism. 
Proof f is locally nonconstant and holomorphic, and therefore f (X) is open and closed 
in M,.Itfollowsfisonto. Letyl,y2 l X(&,$)besuch thatx =f(yl) =f(y,).Assumex$S,. 
Choose x1, x2 E G such that P(Xj) contains Zj with fx,(zj) = x, i = 1,2. There exists 
Tz = az + b such that Tzl = z2 and fx, 0 T = fx, on D,,n T- ‘D,,. Let R = D,,u TD,, , and 
define h on R by 
z E TD,,. 
If x1 = x2, and if TD,, = D,,, thenf,, 0 T = fx, on D,,. Since T fixes the center of D,, andf is 
locally one-to-one, T = Id and z1 = z2, y1 = y,. Now suppose xi # x2, or if x1 = x2, 
T # Id. The fact h- ’ S,nR = 8 implies P(x2) and TP(x,) lie on opposite sides of a chord 
common to D,, and TD,,. The line L of centers between D,, and TD,, determines 
a component of v- ’ (2) (A = h(L)), and therefore yl, y2 lie on the image of an edge of P (xl) 
under the canonical projection. The proof that r is fixed point free implies that fx, is 
one-to-one on each edge of P(xl), and the lemma follows. cl 
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Remark 10.9. Define& a E C, by 
f(z) = z 
i 
Ey a#o 
a = 0. 
If A E C is a lattice,_& determines an affine complex structure on the torus C/A, and we 
declare [0] to be a cone point, albeit with trivial cone angle 2x. A Delaunay decomposition 
of C/A with vertex set [0] determines a fundamental domain U for A and a simple 
quadrilateral Q such thatf: U + Q is schlicht. A diagonal of Q determines apair of triangles, 
T1 and T2, such that any pair of opposed angles (in C/A) have sum at most K. Let T1 be 
marked by a counterclockwise order of edges x 1, x2, x3. Let A(0, l,c), Im c > 0, be the 
similar triangle with x1 corresponding to [0, 11, and let 8,,, 8i denote the angles of A at 0 and 
1. Let J be the arc of the circumscribed circle which lies in the lower halfplane, and let S(c) 
be the region in the lower halfplane which is bounded by J and by the rays 
R-eiel = -R+eiel and 1 + R-e-““. The map Ssz = ((1 - z)/(c -z) sends O(c) to T1, 
preserving angles. Moreover, if the chart T1 + A(0, 1, c) is continued across x1, T2 is 
mapped to A(0, c, l), c E O(c), and we can encode (T,, T2) as a pair ([, S&‘) E {t;} x A(0, 1,c). 
A finite branched cover of S(1, 1) therefore occurs as the “universal triangle” over the space 
Z+ of similarity classes of triangles A(0, 1, 0. 
11. W’ Is A BIHOLOMOIWHISM 
In the last section we associated to an admissible affine complex structure %! on Mp,,, 
a P-set S(%) and I#!?;) E II,(&(%). The set E = E(9) is a set of Jordan paths joining 
punctures, and therefore (the projection of) E determines a set E c A@, n). The fact 
f:X(B, $) + Mp is a homeomorphism implies E is admissible. The pair (b(%), $(%;)) 
belongs to &,(p,n), in fact to (8) x II,(b). 
If a1 and @ are admissible and isotopic, then as elements of A(p,n) E(+21) = E(@). 
Moreover, $(%$;) = I,@&.). In this way we have constructed a map 2, 
(i.e., project (b(%), I&&,.)) to R(p,n)). Also, since fiX(&,$) +(M,,.,%) is an affine bi- 
holomorphism (remove the vertex classes from X(8’,+)), the definition of W in Section 
7 implies 
WoZ=Id. (18) 
Since W is locally a holomorphic injection, (18) implies Z( 0) is a global holomorphic 
injection. 
LEMMA 11.1 With notations as above 
ZoW=Id. (19) 
Prod Let W,dl E Qp.“, and let (8,~) be a minimal representative. The polygons 
P(F, cp), F E 0(a), used to define X(8, rp) are inscribed in circles Cr. Lemma 2.5 implies that 
for each such circle the canonical projection of P(F, cp) in X(8, cp) extends to a holomorphic 
mapf,: Dp + X(8, cp), where CF = aDF. Let V be the subordinate admissible affine complex 
structure on X(8, cp)\{vertex classes}. If y, =fF(zF), zp the center of Dn then y, E G(Y) and 
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(DF,fF) = (o,,f,J (Section 10). As the images of f,(P(F, cp)) exhaust X(8, cp), 
G( 9’) = {J+ 1 F E 0 (a)}. As noted in Section 7 Y determines aclass in 9( p, n). The identifica- 
tion of G(Y) implies the Delaunay partition associated to [V] is E. Therefore, 
Z([V]) = [(S,cp)]. As IV([(&‘,cp)]) = [V] we have 20 W = Id, as claimed. Cl 
Collecting results, we have 
THEOREM 11.2. The maps W and 2 = W - ’ determine a biholomorphism between 0 (p, n) 
and 9’(p, n). 
12. A CHART ON n(B) 
Fix a P-set 8. If 5 E G(E), we use W, to denote the space of real t-invariant elements of 
RE. W, is spanned by the characteristic functions x., u E O(r), and dim W, = n(5). As usual 
LEMMA 12.1. Define W = W, + W, = W(b). Then dim W = n(a) + n(o) - 1. 
Proof: The linear relation 
implies the dimension is at most n(a) + n(z) - 1. Now suppose Co(r) auXu + &,) bFXF = 0. 
We shall prove a, = - bF for all u E O(z) and F E O(a). To this end fix c E R and let 
Z,={FE&$~)lb~=c}b e nonempty. If F E Z, and x E F, and if u = (x, zx), then necessar- 
ily a, = - bF. If zx E F’, then bF, = - a, = bF. It follows that E: = UFEZC F is invariant 
under r~ and z. Therefore, EL = E when Z, # 0. It follows a, = - c for all u E O(r), and the 
lemma obtains. cl 
Let cp*$ = &q(x) I&) be the standard inner product. We define V = V (8) E RE by 
V(b) = W(S)5 (20) 
Lemma 12.1 implies dim I/ = 2n(r) - (n(a) + n(z) - 1) = n(z) - n(o) + 1. We assume 
n(q) = n and x(b) = 2 - 2p, 2p - 2 + n > 0. In terms of p, n we have 
dim V(b) = 2p - 1 + n. 
Associate to q E II(&) a positive character m(q;) on I/, defined for p E I/ by 
(21) 
m(cp, p) = fl (sin7rq((x)y’“‘. (22) 
XPE 
Since 0 c q(x) c 1, x E E, we can define (22) using principal branches of the exponentials. 
Define P(J) c W, to be the image of II under q + cp*. P,(b) denotes the corresponding 
image of II,(&). In Section 16 we will give a concrete description of P(8) and P&f’). Let 
R+ =(0, co). 
THEOREM 12.2. Let H:lI(b) + P(8) x Hom(V,R+) be dejned by H(q) = (q,,m(cp;)). 
Then H( *) is a homeomorphism (onto). IY&,,(~) is a real analytic difeomorphism onto 
P,(b) x Hom( I/, R+). 
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The proof of the theorem will occupy the rest of this section. If cp E II(&), define U(q) to 
be the polyhedron 
U(cp) = (40 + ww4 (23) 
where V = V(8). If $ E cp + V, then $0 = (pb and tiZ G qq Therefore, U(q) can be character- 
ized by U(q) = (rp + V)nQ, Q = (0, l)E, and by U(q) = {$ E II(&)($, = cp,}. 
LEMMA 12.3. If cp E II&F), them n~(~(~) is a real analytic difiomorphism of U(q) onto 
Hom(V,R+). 
Proof: We shall prove that mlu(,) is (i) an immersion and (ii) proper. Together, (i) and (ii) 
establish the lemma. 
Proof of(i). Let $ E U(q). If i E V, the directional derivative of mlu(+,) at$ in direction 
1 is denoted mA($, .) and is computed to be 
If ml(J/, .) E 0, then ml($, A) = 0. The terms x and rx in (24) contribute the value 
7cm($, 1)n2(x)(cot 7@(x) + cot 7c$(rx)) = 7cm($, A))n2(x) sin~~~j(~@~,,. 
In order that this be zero for all x it is necessary, because 0 < $,(x) < 1, that 1(x) E 0. We 
have proved that Dmlu(,+,) is injective for all II/, and as dim U(q) = dim I/ = dim Hom( V, R+), 
mluCrpj is open and a local diffeomorphism. 
Proof of (ii). If II/ = cp + 1 E U(q), then -1 < 1< 1. In particular, c(q) is a compact 
polyhedron in rp + V. Let $ E S.J(cp) = U(cp)\U(cp). As +,, = 1 and e1 = cpI < 1, the fact 
e$II(&) implies t,-‘(O) # 8. Let $ = cp + il,, and observe that 1, < 0 on $-l(O). Choose 
a compact neighborhood D($) of i,G in U(q) so that if $i E D(t,@, then $; ‘(0) E $-i(O). This 
is possible because $ has a positive lower bound on E\t,b- ’ (0). We observe that on D(ll/) the 
function 
m(tiI, - A,) = n (sin 7r$l(x))-‘*(X) 
XEE 
is continuous and vanishes on D(t&+U(cp). Choose a finite set (tij, 1 <<j < N} E W(q) 
such that dU(cp) c uy= 1 D(@j). NOW map U(p) to (R’)N by $ + {m ($, - A,j)}l <j< N. This 
map is clearly proper, and therefore rnJuc+,) is proper. The lemma is proved. Cl 
Remark 12.4. Let q E ll(&‘) have reduced form (&,,cpO). It is easy to see that 
V(b)(e, = V&J, and the map cp + 3, + qIEo + &,dgf cpo + lo is an affine isomorphism of 
U(p) onto U(cpo). The fact sin x$(x)/sinn@(rx) = 1 when $Jx) = 1 implies m($,p) = 
m(l(lo, po). Therefore, mIu(rpj is a diffeomorphism onto Hom(V, R+) even for cp E II(8)\II,(&). 
Proof of Theorem 11.5. If H(cp’) = H(cp”), then rp: = cp:l and cp” E U(rp’). The fact 
m(rp’;) = m(q”;) implies rp’ = q”. Therefore, H( *) is one-to-one. Any compact set 
K E P(J) x Hom(V,R+) is contained in a compact rectangle K1 x K2, and one sees easily 
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that H-‘(K1 x K,) is compact in II(I). Therefore, H is proper and H is a homeomorphism. 
If cp E II,(b), then ker DH, c I/ because the projection of P,(J) has this property. However, 
DrnlucOj is injective on V, and therefore H is an immersion. We conclude that HlnOtst is a real 
analytic diffeomorphism onto P&f’) x Hom( V, R+). 0 
13. THE HOLONOMY CHARACTER 
For convenience of notation we suppose B E A(p, n). E is an isotopy class of cell 
decompositions of MP with vertex set S,. I = I(E) denotes the graph which is dual to E. 
r has one vertex for each face, i.e., each F E O(a), and for each x E F there is an edge of 
I which crosses{X,rx} joining the nodes O,(X) and B&X). 
Let each edge y of I be given an orientation, and define 2, E Wb by n,(x) = 1 = -&(zx) 
if y crosses x, zx from O,(x) to O&x). Otherwise, set A,(y) = 0, y E E\{x,zx}. The map 
T(Ca,y) = Ca,l, is a linear isomorphism of C,(T) onto W,‘. One has Tc E V(d) if, and only 
if, c E Z1 (I?). Therefore, T :2,(T) + V(b) is also an isomorphism. Setting G’ (p, n) = 
Hom(rri (M,,,), Rf), we have 
T* Hom(V,R+) = G+(p,n) (25) 
since I is homotopy equivalent o Mp,“. 
If z’ = (6, VP) E R,(p,n), define z = n(z’) E R(p,n) and w = W(z) E Y(p, n). Let 
I E Hom(nl(MP,,), C*) be the holonomy character (Section 7 or [4]). 
LEMMA 13. 1 . With notations as above we have 
That is, Ix(w; 
Ix(w4 = Ncp, Tc). (26) 
l = T*m(q;). 
ProoJ m(cp, *) is defined in (22) Let c E Z,(I) have the special form c = y1 + ... + YN, 
where for each j, Yj crosses Xj, ZXj from O,(Xj) to O,(ZXj) and O,(ZXj) = cOg(Xj+ 1) (XN+ 1 = X1). 
Let P(O,(x), cp) be polygons associated to a standard realization and with circumradius 
R(x), x E E. x(w,c) is the coefficient a in t(z) = az + b, where t(z) is the affine complex 
transformation of P(O,(x,), cp) obtained from the developing map along c. One sees easily 
that Ial has the form 
mtcp, Tc). 
Since 0,(x,) = cO,(rxN) by assumption, we have R(x,) = R(zxN) and lx(w, c)] = m(cp, Tc) for 
c E Z1 (r), of a special form. As these special cycles span Z1 (r) as a vector space, the lemma 
follows. 0 
14. REALIZATION OF R(p, n) AS A PRODUCT 
We have defined P(8) (resp. P&Y)) to be image of II(&) (resp. II,(&)) under the projection 
cp -+ CP~. Set up a space %(p,n) as %(P, n) = LJQEAcp.nj (8) x P(8), and use p. to denote the 
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Ro(P, 4 5 Bo(P, 4 (27) 
given by ~~(4 cp) = (4 4. 
Introduce an equivalence relation z on 4e,(p,n), where (b,,$,) M (B,, $2) means (a) 
E,\@;‘(l) = E = E,\$;‘(l) and (b) tillk = $&. We shall prove 
LEMMA 14.1. (& $i) w (B;, $2) if, and only if, there exist (4, Cpj) E R,(p, n),j = 1,2, such 
that (6 CP~ z (82, CPI) (i.e., (PIIE = (~21~3 E = Ej\(cP_J-‘(l)) and ((P.Jr = lclj 3 j = 1, 2. 
Proof: The “if” is obvious. For the “only if” select (4, @j) E R&, n) such that (~j)~ = ~j, 
j = 1, 2. AS Ej\(@j)L ‘(1) = E, (4, +j) has reduced form (E, 4j), $j = @jlk, j = 1, 2. AS 
(c$~)~ = J/JE = $2(E = (@2)z, we have @2 = @i + 1, 2 E V(8). Let L E V(&r) be such that 
I= AIs, and replace ‘pl by cpl + 1. Assume for the moment that (pl + I > 0 so that 
(pl + I E II@?r). It is clear by construction that (& (pl + 2) w (~5’~~ cp2)and (rpi + A), = til, 
(cp2), = e2. To see that (pl + A > 0 because ~$5~ + I> 0, consider the process by which (pl 
and I are defined when El arises from E by adding a single “diagonal pair”, y, ry. The value 
(cpl + I)(y) is a sum of values of @r + 1 over a subset of E, and the same is true for 
(cpr + I)(ry). As El can be built up from E one step at a time, the lemma is proved. 0 
Define B?(p, n) = B&I, n)/ x , and let x denote the canonical projection. In view of the 
lemma the rectangle 
is defined naturally to be commutative with p continuous. 
We next construct a map 
W,n) LWp,n)xG+(p,n) (29) 
by setting r(z) = (p(z), Ix(W(z), -)I). Theorem 12.2, Remark 12.4, Lemma 13.1 and the 
continuity of p imply 
THEOREM 14.2. The map r in (13.4) is a homeomorphism onto. 
Proof: At the level 
Theorem 12.2 implies r. is a homeomorphism onto. Lemma 14.1 implies r. descends to 
a homeomorphism r. cl 
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15. A LEMMA ON STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
Let S be a nonempty finite set. We adopt some notational conventions for real matrices 
A indexed by S x S, i.e., real functions on S x S: If Sr, Sz c S, then A(Sr x S,) denotes the 
rectangular matrix Als, X sz. When Sr = &, we write A(&) instead of A(Sr x S,). Finally, we 
set lA(Si x &)I = C,.sj4s19s~). 
DeJnition 15.1. Let S be a finite nonempty set. X(S) shall be the set of matrices A on 
S x S such that 
(i) A(. , .) 2 0, 
(ii) A is symmetric, 
(iii) IAl = 2lS1, 
(iv) IA(T) 6 21 Tl, T c S. 
The set X(S) will be characterized in terms of stochastic matrices (Lemma 15.5). B( .;) > 0 
is stochastic if csEs B(s’,s) = 1, s’ E S. B’ denotes transpose. 
LEMMA 15.2. 1f B is stochastic matrix, then A = B + B’ belongs to X(S). Moreover, if 
A also satisjes 1 A( < 21 TI for every proper subset T c S, there is a (possibly different) 
stochastic matrix B1 such that (a) B1 + B: = A and (b) B1 (s, t) > 0 whenever A(s, t) > 0. 
ProoJ: The first statement is obvious. As for the second the condition I A( T)I -C 21 T I for 
every proper subset implies B(T) is not a stochastic matrix whenever T is proper. Let s, t be 
such that A(s, t) = A(t,s) > 0 but B(s, t) = 0. We shall produce a stochastic matrix B1 such 
that (a) is true and, moreover, B1 (s, t) > 0 and B1 (s’, s”) > 0 whenever B(s’, s”) > 0. If we then 
replace B by B1, reletter and repeat this procedure we eventually obtain a stochastic matrix 
B1 which satisfies (a) and (b). 
To produce B1 for s, t given as above let S1 be the set oft’ E S such that there exist a > 0 
and t 1, . . ..t.ES with 
B(s,t,)B(t,, tz) 1.. Bk-,,ta)B(t,,t’) > 0. 
It is clear S1 # 8 and B(SJ is a stochastic matrix. As observed in the preceding paragraph, 
S1 = S. Let t’ = t above, and choose a, t 1, . . . , t,. Let 2s = min{B(s, tl), B(t,,, t), B(tj, tj+ I)>. 
Define B1 by subtracting Efrom each of the entries B(s, tI), B(tj, tj+ J, 1 < j < a, and B(t,, t). 
Next, add E to each of the entries B(s, t) ( = 0 by assumption), B(t, t,), B(tj, tj- I), 2 <j < a, 
and B(t,,s). By definition of E B,(*;) > 0. Also, B,(s,t) > 0 and BI(s’,s”) > 0 when 
B(s’, s”) > 0. Finally, each row sum of B1 is one. The lemma is proved. cl 
LEMMA 15.3. Let A E X(S). Let S1 E S be a set such that (a) IA( = 21S1 I and (b) if 
S1 5s; s;S, then IA( < 2(S;l. ZfR E S is such that Rn(S\SI) is a proper subset ofS\SI, 
then IA(R)1 < 2lRl. 
Proof: If S1 = 8, there is nothing to prove. Therefore, we may assume S1 # 8. Define 
a sequence Sz, S3, . . . , inductively, as Sk+ I = (s E S\u& 1 SjIC,, sr A(s, t) > O}. This se- 
quence has the property that A(Si x Sj) is a zero matrix for I i - jl > 1. Let N >, 1 be the least 
integer such that S,, 1 = 8. 
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Let R be as in the statement of the lemma and define Rj = RnSj Also, set 
RN + 1 = Rn(Uj”, I Sj): The properties of Sj imply 
IA(R)l = IA( + F (IA( + 2lA(RjxRj-Jl) + IA(RN+JI* 
j=2 
In order that this be 2lRI it is necessary that 
j$2Cl~(RjJl + 2lAtRjxRj-hl) + IA(&+dl = ~~~2lR~l. (30) 
Define S; = S,uU~~~ Rj. By assumption S; is a proper subset of S. The expression for 
IA( differs from that for IA(R)( only in that I A( is replaced by IA( = 21S1 I and 
IA(R2 x R,)I is replaced by a the possibly larger quantity IA(Rz x S,)l. Therefore, (30) 
implies I A( = 21s; I. As Sr is assumed to be maximal, we have reached a contradiction 
and the lemma obtains. 0 
.X(S) is a compact convex set, and so to understand X(S) it is sufficient o understand 
its set of extreme points: 
LEMMA 15.4. Let A be an extreme point of X(S), and let S1 be maximalfor the properties 
S1 # Sand I A( = 21SIl. Ifs, = SC,, and ifU = (S, x S)u(S x S,), then there exists, t E S2, 
possible with s = t, such that the nonzero entries of A(U) occur at (s, t) and (t, s). 
Proof: If A(U) has more than one symmetric set of nonzero entries, there exist distinct 
symmetric park u = {(s”, t,), (&,s.)} and u = {(s,, t,), (tv,s,)} such that A(s,, t.) A(s,, t,) > 0. (It 
is possible that s, = t, or s, = t,.) We may view the characteristic functions xU, xv as 
symmetric matrices on S x S. 
Let ai, .s2 > 0 be such that allal = ~~101, and set up matrices A’ = A & egu f e2xU. We 
have IA’1 = IAl f ellul T e21~l = [Al. Also A’(s,t) 3 0 for sl, s2 sufficiently small. If 
RcSisanyset,thenIA*(R)I6IA(R)I+2(s,+~~).Letc=min(2lRI-IA(R)I)oversets 
R such that Rn(S\S,) is a proper subset of S\S1. If 2(&r + a2) c c, then I A* (R)I < 21 RI for 
such sets. If R 2 S\S1, then IA’ (R)l = I A( d 21 RI, and, of course, the same is true for 
R c S1. Therefore, A’ E X(S), el, e2 sufficiently small. As A = *(A+ + A-), A cannot be 
extreme. The lemma is proved. 0 
LEMMA 15.5. A E X(S) if and only if A can be expressed as A = B + B’ for some 
stochastic matrix B. If A satisfies the additional condition that I A( < 21 T I for all proper 
subsets T E S, then the stochastic matrix B can be chosen to satisfy B(s, t) > 0 whenever 
A(s, t) > 0. 
Proof: The statement is trivial for ISI = 1, and therefore we assume ISI > 1 and the 
statement has been proved for sets with fewer than ISI elements. Assume A E X(S) is an 
extreme point, and let S1 be a maximal subset such that S1 # S and IA = 2/S1 I. As 
A(S,) E X(S,), the induction assumption implies there exists a stochastic matrix B1 on S1 
such that A(S,) = B1 + B:. Let S2 = SE and U = S2 x SuS x S2, as before. Lemma 15.4 
implies there exists (s, t) E U such that A(U) is zero except possibly at (s, t) and (t, s). As 
IA( = 2lSil (< 2lSI), we have IA( = 2(lSl -IS,/) > 0. If S2 is a singleton, then 
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IA(U)1 = 2 and either s = t with A(s,s) = 2 or s # t with A(s, t) = 1 = A(t,s). In either case 
B1 admits an extension to a stochastic matrix B on S with A = B + B’. 
To deal with the case I& 1 2 2, we observe that for any s E S if U, = {s} x SuS x {s}, then 
IA(U)1 = 21SJ - I,4(S\(s})l 2 2. Therefore, if l&l # 1 it must be that l&l = 2. Let 
U = SZ x SuS x SZ so that now IA(U)l = 4. If SZ = {s, t}, the fact neither row A(s;), A@;) 
is zero implies A@, t) = A(t, s) > 0. Now A(s, t) = 2 = A(t, s). Again we can extend B1 to 
a stochastic matrix B on S with A = B + B’. 
Since X(S) is the convex hull of its extreme points and the set of stochastic matrices is 
a convex set, the existence follows. The remainder of the theorem follows from Lemma 
15.2. 0 
16. CHARACTERIZATION OF P(d) 
Let d be a P-set, and let W, E RE, as before, be the set of T-invariant functions. If $ E W,, 
define a matrix A, on O(a) x O(o) by 
Since $07 = $ and z(F1nzFz) = rF1nF2, A, is symmetric. 
In what follows X+(@(o)) denotes the subset of X(@(o)) for which the strict inequalities 
1 A( c 2lTI are true for every proper subset T E S. 
THEOREM 16.1. Let d be a P-set, and let P(B) be the image ofll(&) under the map q --f q+. 
Then P(b) is a polyhedron dejined by 
P(8) = {$ E W,lO < $ < 1, A, E X+ (O(a)). (32) 
Proof. If cp E II(&) and $ = cpr, then 0 < Ic/ 6 1 and A, = A, + Ai, where A, is also 
a stochastic matrix such that A,(T) is stochastic for no proper subset T E 0(a). (This uses 
the fact ((a, z, q}) is transitive on E.) Therefore, A, E X+(@(a)). 
Conversely, suppose 0 < $ E W, is such that A, E X+(@(o)). By Theorem 15.5 there 
exists a stochastic matrix B such that A, = B + B’ and B(F1, F,) > 0 whenever 
A,(F,, F,) > 0. Choose a complete set U of representatives of symmetric pairs {(F,, F,), 
(F,, F,)} for which F,nzF2 # 8 (oA,(F,, F,) > 0). For each (F,, F,) E U define cp on 
FlnzF, to satisfy 
0 < cp(x) < tic4 
Define cp on zFlnF2 by q(y) = $(y) - &y). We have 
(33) 
c cp(Y) = c W(Y) - &Y)) 
y E rF~nFz x E rF,nFz 
= c W(x) - 444) 
x E F,nrFz 
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= A#l,F2) - Wl, F2) 
= w2, PI). 
cp is defined on E, and cp satisfies 0 c q < $, cpl = $ and 
(P&) = c cp(Y) 
YE O,.(x) 
= 1. 
Now when $ < 1, we also have cpl < 1 and q E II(&). The theorem is proved. cl 
17. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
If w E 9(p,n), the Aw = a E Csn satisfies Re a( *) > - 1 and x,S,~(s) = 2p - 2. The 
complex cone angles associated to w are the numbers 6(s) = 27r(a(s) + 1) which satisfy 
Re 13(s) > 0 
1 e(s) = (4p - 4 + 2n)lr. 
s E s. 
(34) 
If one is given {Re e(s), s E S,} and 1 x(w;)l and the image Bw E F(p, n), one can reconstruct 
w [4]. However, ~(w, .) is determined by a simple formula only on (say) simple loops 6(s) of 
index one about s E S,, for which 
x(w,d(s)) = eiReecs) Ix(w,S(s))l. 
In this section we shall let /‘(p,n) be the set of real fl( .) which satisfy (34) and we shall 
consider Y(p, n) as a product 
Y(p, n) E t+ (p, 4 x F_(P, 4 x G+ (P, 4 (35) 
where the map is w + (Re 27c(Aw( .) + l), Bw,Ix(w, *)I). It is a slightly form of (35) which is 
used to define topology and real analytic structure on Y(p,n) [4, Theorem 1.133. 
Let W and r be the maps of R(p, n) to 9’(p, n) and W(p, n) x G’(p, n), respectively, and 
consider then map W or-l. In terms of the isomorphism in (35) W 0 r-l defines for each 
v E G+ (p, n) a homeomorphism 
9(p,n) x {v} lv Or-l + d+ (p, n) x 9-(p, n) x {v>. (36) 
If we drop the trivial factor v, it is necessary to record dependence upon v of the map (36). 
We use h, in place of W or-l: 
W(P, 4 -b f+ (P, n) x F_(P, n). (37) 
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The sets {8} x P,(6) c W&r, n) (Section 12) comprise a complete set of reduced representa- 
ties for the relation z . Let D(t) = n({d’> x P,(B)). Then 9 = {D(a)18 E h(p,n)} is a cell 
decomposition of W(p, n) with 
dD(cf) = u D(cB;). 
s,z3 
If v E G+ (p, n) define 
w, v) = kuw)) (8 E NP, n)) (38) 
and let %5’(v) = {C(b, v)(Q E h(p,n)}. 
Fix v E G+(p, n), 6’ E A(p, n), and define C(8, v) G (‘(p, n) x Y(p, n) to be the set of (0,~) 
such that when w E Y(p, n) and 6 = 27c(Re A(w) + l), z = Bw and v( -) = )x(w, c&J, then 6’ is 
the class of the Delaunay partition associated to w. Let 
e’(v) = {&f,v)ILf E A(p,n)). 
THEOREM 17.1 Zf v E G’(p,n) then q(v) = g(v). For each 6 E A(p,n) the set &S’,v) is 
a real analytic submanifold of e+(p, n) x S(p, n). The map h,o K : (4’) x P,,(a) + C?(B, v) is 
a real analytic difleomorphism. Moreover, 
If 8 E &“(p,n) is fixed, we define for v E: G+(p,n) and d E A(p,n) aset C(&,v,8) c Y(p,n) 
as 
C(d, v, 0) = (z E Y(p, n)l(& z) E Q&, v)>. (39) 
For certain d and 8 it is true that ~(c$‘,v, 0) = 8. Let &v, 0) be the partition of Y(p,n) 
defined by C(B, v, O), d E A( p, n). 
To identify the sets C(&, v, O), we define polyhedra P,, (8, 0) E P,,(8) as 
~~(4 0) = w E cme(s) = (1 - ~1~471, x E 4. 
The notation x E s is understood to mean that s E S, is identified with O,(x). Let D(d, 0) be 
the subset of W(p, n) which is the image of {S] x P&9,0) under the canonical projection. For 
later reference let s(O) = {D(&‘,8)ld E A(p,n)}. We have 
THEOREM 17.2. With notations as above we have 
C(& V, 0) = h,(D(b, 6)). (40) 
For each pair v, 0 the partition @(v, 9) determined by (40) is a partition of T(p, n) by real 
analytic polyhedra. 
The case v 3 1 of the theorem is the flat cone metric case. 
28 W. A. Veech 
THEOREM 17.3. Let 0 E d”(p,n). If& E h(p,n) dejne A(&,@ to be the set ofz E F(p,n) 
such that the associated isotopy class of volume one Jlat cone metrics with cone angles O(s), 
s E S,, has d for its Delaunay partition. The corresponding partition A(e) satisjes 
A(0) = hI 9((e), where 9(O) is the partition defined in the paragraph preceding Theorem 17.2. 
Of course, A(0) = G&l, 0). Unlike $(v, e), v # 1, A(0) is invariant under the natural action 
of the pure mapping class group of Mp,n. Moreover, if W(p, n, 6) = h; ‘({O> x F(p, n)), then 
&?(p,n, 0) admits a natural action of the pure mapping class group and 
g(p,n, f3) h{e} x F(p, n) is equivariant. Observe that for all v we have W(p,n, 0) = 
h; 1 (0) x F(p, n)). H owever, the maps h, are all different. 
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